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The

Genre

Function

Anis Bawarshi

he pastfifteenyearshavewitnesseda dramaticreconceptualization
of genre
and its role in the production and interpretation of texts and culture. Led in
large part by scholars in functional and applied linguistics (Bhatia;Halliday;
Kress; Swales), communication studies (Campbell;Jamieson; Yates), education (Christie; Dias; Medway), and, most recently, rhetoric and composition studies
(Bazerman;Berkenkotter;Coe; Devitt; Freedman;Miller; and Russell), this movement has helped transformgenre study from a descriptive to an explanatoryactivity,
one that investigates not only text-types and classification systems, but also the linguistic, sociological, and psychological assumptions underlying and shaping these
text-types. No longer structuringand classifyinga mainly literarytextual universe, as
Northrop Frye (AnatomyofCriticism)and others in literarystudies have traditionally
suggested, genres have come to be defined as typified rhetoricalways communicants
come to recognize and act in all kinds of situations, literaryand nonliterary.As such,
genres do not simply help us define and organize kinds of texts; they also help us
define and organize kinds of social actions, social actions that these texts rhetorically
make possible. It is this notion of genre that I wish to explore in this study in order to
investigate the role that genre plays in the constitution not only of texts but of their
contexts, including the identities of those who write them and those who are represented within them.
To make such a claim for genre, to argue that communicants and their contexts
are in part functions of the genres they write, is to endow genre with a status that will
surely make some readersuneasy.After all, in literary studies genre has for the most
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part occupied a subservientrole to its users and their (con)texts, at best used as a classificatory device or an a posteriori interpretive tool in relation to already existing
texts, and at worst censured as formulaic writing. Suffice it to say, genre has not
enjoyed very good standing in literary studies, particularlysince the late eighteenth
century when interest in literary "kinds"gave way to a concern for literary "texts"
and their writers, a shift that can be characterizedas moving from "poetics"to the
poem and the poet. So it is not surprising that, aside from the more recent work in
New Historicism and cultural studies (see Greenblatt), the work done to reconceptualize genre over the last fifteen years has come predominantlyfrom scholarsworking outside of literary studies, scholars who are interested in how and why typified
texts reflect and reproduce social situations and activities. It is their work, especially
its basis in functional linguistics and sociology, that informs a great deal of the theoretical underpinnings of this study. But breaking with what has become commonplace in nonliterary reconceptualizations of genre, I do not want to ignore literary
considerations of genre or, for that matter, to argue that literarytheories of genre are
inimical to nonliterary theories of genre. Such distinctions only reinforce already
unhealthy divisions between "literary"and "nonliterary"studies within English departments, divisions that are most clearly manifested when we define ourselves as
either working in "literature"or "composition and rhetoric." Instead, by reviewing
recent studies of genre by literary scholars alongside studies of genre by scholars in
rhetoric, composition, and linguistics, I hope to expose the extent to which genres
are constitutive both of literary and nonliterary (con)texts as well as of literary and
nonliterary writers and readers. In so doing, I posit genre theory and analysis as a
method of inquiry that might very well help us synthesize the multiple and often factionalized strands of English Studies, including literature, cultural studies, creative
writing, rhetoric and composition, and applied linguistics. Central to this genrebased inquiry are such questions as how and why texts as cultural artifactsare produced; how they in turn reflect and help enact social actions; and how, finally, they
can serve as sites for cultural critique and change. Genres, I argue, can and should
serve as the sites for such inquiry because genres, ultimately, are the rhetorical environments within which we recognize, enact, and consequently reproducevarious situations, practices, relations, and identities.
In arguing that genres constitute all communicative action, I offer genre as an
alternative to what Michel Foucault in "What Is an Author?" calls the "authorfunction." In his essay, Foucault attempts to locate and articulate the "space left
empty by the author'sdisappearance"(345) in structuralistand poststructuralistliterary theory. If the author can no longer be said to constitute a work, Foucault wonders, then what does? What is it that delimits discourse so that it becomes recognized
as a work that has certain value and status? Sans the author, in short, what is it that
plays "the role of the regulator of the fictive" (353)? For Foucault, the answer is the
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"author-function."The author-function does not refer to the real writer, the individual with the proper name who precedes and exists independently of the work.
Instead, it refers to the author's name, which, in addition to being a proper name,
is also a literary name, a name that exists only in relation to the work associated
with it. The author-function, then, endows a work with a certain cultural status
and value. At the same time, the author-function also endows the idea of "author"
with a certain cultural status and value. So the author-function not only constitutes the work, but it also constitutes the author of that work, the "rational being
that we call 'author'" (347) as opposed to the real writer with "justa proper name
like the rest" (345).
The author-functiondelimits what works we recognize as valuable and how we
interpret them at the same time it accords the status of author to certain writers:
"these aspects of an individualwhich we designate as making him an author are only a
projection, in more or less psychologizing terms, of the operationsthat we force texts
to undergo" (Foucault 347). The role of author,therefore, becomes akin to a subject
position regulated, as much as the work itself, by the author-function.Constituted by
the author-function,the "realwriter"becomes positioned as an author,"avariableand
complex function of discourse"(352). Within this position, "the author does not precede the works;he is a certain functional principle by which, in our culture, one limits, excludes, and chooses; in short, by which one impedes the free circulation,the free
manipulation, the free composition, decomposition, and recomposition of fiction"
(352-53).
Conceptually, the author-function helps delimit what Foucault calls a "certain
discursive construct" (346) within which a work and its author function, so that the
way we recognize a certain text and its author as deserving of a privileged status-a
text worthy of our study, say, rather than simply to be "used"-is regulated by the
author-function. Not only does the author-function, then, play a classificatoryrole,
helping us organize and define texts (346), but more significantly,Foucault explains,
it marks off "the edges of the text, revealing, or at least characterizing,its modeof
being. The author's name manifests the appearance of a certain discursive set and
indicates the status of this discourse within a society and a culture" (346; emphasis
added). Insofar as the author-function characterizesa text's"mode of being," it constitutes it and its author, providing a text and its author with a culturalidentity and
significance not accorded to texts that exist outside its purview.As Foucault explains,
"The author-function is. . . characteristicof the mode of existence, circulation, and
functioning of certaindiscourseswithin a society" (346; emphasis added). For example, he identifies such texts as privateletters and contracts, even though they arewritten by someone, as not having "authors,"and, as such, as not constituted by the
author-function, ostensibly meaning that their mode of being is regulated not by an
author'sname but by some other function.
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In English Studies,we use the author-functionto designate certainworks we call
"literary,"works most often recognized, valued, and interpreted in relation to their
authors'names, which become culturalvalueswe ascribeto these works. So, for example, a traditionalliteraryscholar might state, "I study D. H. Lawrence"or "I am reading a lot of VirginiaWoolf these days,"whereas a scholarin rhetoric and composition
might state, "I am studying the research article."Yet, if we use the author-function
only to characterizeand clarify certain discourses' modes of existence, we stand to
ignore a great many other discourses and their existence, in particular,how and why
nonliterary discourses assume certain cultural values and regulate their users' social
positions, relations, and identities in certain ways. Foucault describes, for instance,
how the author-function, endowing a certain text with an author-value,"shows that
this discourseis not ordinaryeverydayspeech that merely comes and goes, not something that is immediately consumable. On the contrary,it is a speech that must be
received in a certain mode and that, in a given culture, must receive a certain status"
(346). But what about the "everydayspeech that merelycomesand goes"?Since it does
not exist within the realm of the author-function,what is it that regulates such discourse?We need a concept that can account not only for how certain"privileged"discourses function, but also for how all discoursesfunction, an overarchingconcept that
can explainthe social roles we assign to various discoursesand those who enact and are
enacted by them. Genre is such a concept. Within each genre, discourse is "received
in a certain mode" and "must receive a certain status," including even discourse
endowed with an author-function.In fact, it is quite possible that the author-function
is itself a function of literarygenres, which create the ideological conditions that give
rise to this subject we call an "author."And so, I propose to subsume what Foucault
calls the author-functionwithin what I am calling the genrefunction,which constitutes
all discourses'and all writers'modes of existence, circulation,and functioning within
a society, whether the writer is William Shakespeareor a student in a first-yearwriting course, and whether the text is a sonnet or a first-yearstudent theme.
As a broader concept, the genre function can help us democratize some of the
entrenched hierarchiesthat are prevalentin English Studies, hierarchiesperpetuated
by the author-function that privilege literary texts and their "authors"as somehow
more significant than nonliterary texts and their writers. In "Resisting Privilege:
Basic Writing and Foucault'sAuthor Function," Gail Stygall argues that the authorfunction is partly responsible for the marginalization of basic writers (and their
teachers) within departments of English (for others who have explored the authorfunction and its relation to literary and nonliterary texts and writers, particularly
through the lens of legal discourse, see Woodmansee andJaszi). Stygall, for example,
applies the rhetoric of the author-function,so embedded a part of what she calls English Studies' "discursiveeducational practices,"to the "institutionalpractice of basic
writing" (321). We define and position basic writers, she explains, against the con-
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ceptual backdropof the author-function, a backdropagainstwhich they are doomed
to fail from the start. It is our unquestioned commitment to the author-functionthat
ensures basic writers and their texts remain marginal. That is, when we define students as basic writers, we immediately deny them the status of authors and the concomitant privileges that accompany it, so that these students' inability to meet our
expectations is foretold by the very discourse with which we eventually define them
as basic writers. In exposing the author-function and its entrenched discursivepractices, Stygall describes how we reinscribe our own privilege by constructing basic
writers as nonauthors, as other than us, even as nonbeings. Becausewe are conceptually limited by the author-functionto dismiss nonprivileged (that is, nonliterary)discourse as "everydayspeech that merely comes and goes," we do not know how to
value it. We ignore it because it is not an obvious part of our "discursiveeducational
practices."The genre function, however, can expand the boundaries of our inquiry,
allowing us to study how all kinds of discourses,literaryand nonliterary,are complex
sociorhetorical actions that enable their users to recognize, enact, and reproducevarious social practices, relations, and identities. We are all, "authors"and "writers"
alike, subject to the genre function.
I argue, then, that genres function, just as Foucault claims the author'sname
functions, on a conceptual as well as a discursivelevel. That is, genres are implicated
in the way we experience and enact a great many of our discursiverealities, functioning as such on an ideological as well as on a rhetorical level. Thus how we come to
perceive and rhetorically act within these realities-and in so doing, how we reproduce these realities and ourselves within different kinds of texts-become relevant
questions to the study of genre, which accounts not only for what Foucault calls a discourse'smode of being, but also for the mode of being of those who participatein the
discourse. Such questions regardingthe social mode of being of discourseand its participants have become more central for scholars and teachers of genre, especially
since Carolyn Miller's groundbreaking article, "Genre as Social Action," first appeared in 1984. Based in part on Miller's work and the work of Campbell and
Jamieson; Burke;Bitzer; and Halliday,whose work she extends, genre theorists have
begun to question traditionalviews of genres as simply innocent, artificial,and even
arbitraryforms that contain ideas. This container view of genre, which assumes that
genres are only familiar communicative tools individuals use to achieve their communicative goals, overlooks the sociorhetorical function of genres-the extent to
which genres shape and help us recognize our communicative goals, including why
these goals exist, what and whose purposes they serve, and how best to achieve them.
It is this oversight that genre theorists have begun to correct. Miller, for example,
defines genres as "typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent situations" (159;
emphasis added). For her, genres are not only typified rhetorical responses to recurrent situations, but they also help shape and maintain the ways we rhetorically act
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within these situations. In other words, as individuals'rhetorical responses to recurrent situations become typified as genres, the genres in turn help structure the way
these individuals conceptualize and experience these situations, predicting their
notions of what constitutes appropriateand possible responses and actions. This is
why genres are both functional and epistemological-they help us function within
particular situations at the same time they help shape the ways we come to know
these situations.
To argue that genres help reproduce the very recurringsituations to which they
respond (Devitt, "Generalizing")is to identify them as constitutive rather than as
merely regulative, which is also what Foucault was claiming for the author-function.
John Searle distinguishes between regulative and constitutive rules as follows: "Regulative rules regulate a pre-existing activity, an activity whose existence is logically
independent of the rules. Constitutive rules constitute (and also regulate) an activity,
the existence of which is logically dependent on the rules" (34). Those scholars who
define genre as regulative perceive it, at best, as being a communicative or interpretive tool, a conduit for achieving or identifying an already existing communicative
purpose (see, for example, Hirsch and Rosmarinin literarystudies;Bhatiaand Swales
in linguistics), and, at worst, an artificial,restrictive "law"that interfereswith or tries
to trap communicative activity (Blanchot; Derrida; Croce; to name just a few). As
Miller and Devitt argue, however, genre does not simply regulatea preexisting social
activity;instead, it constitutesthe activity by making it possible through its ideological
and rhetorical conventions. In fact, genre reproduces the activity by providing individuals with the conventions for enacting it. We perform an activity in terms of how
we recognize it-that is, how we identify and come to know it. And we recognize an
activity by way of genre. Genre helps shape and enable our social actions by rhetorically constituting the way we recognize the situations within which we function.
We witness a remarkable example of the genre function at work in George
Washington's first state of the union address.As KathleenJamieson explains,Washington faced an unprecedented rhetorical situation when directed by the Constitution to "report to Congress on the state of the union" (411). Faced with this novel
situation, the first president of the United States, who had earlier led a successful
rebellion against the British monarchy, promptly responded by delivering a state of
the union address, Jamieson tells us, "rooted in the monarch's speech from the
throne" (411). That is, Washington adopted an alreadyexisting genre to respond to
the demands of a new situation, a situation, ironically,that had emerged as a reaction
against the situation appropriatefor that antecedent genre. Even more remarkably,
this presidential address, so similar to the "King'sSpeech" in style, format, and substance, in turn prompted a response from Congress that, far from being critical of the
president'sspeech, reflected the "echoing speech" that the House of Parliament traditionally delivers in response to the King's Speech (411). AsJamieson explains,"the
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parliamentaryantecedent had transfusedthe congressional reply with inappropriate
characteristics,"characteristicsthat not only voiced an approvalnot felt by all members of Congress, but also, "because patterned on a genre designed to pay homage
and secure privileges,"carried"a subservienttone inappropriateto a coequal branch
of a democratic government" (413).
What Congress was responding to in its reply to Washington'sstate of the union
addresswas not so much the exigence of the rhetorical situation at hand as it was the
situation as embodied by the genre function of the King's Speech. Members of Congress assumed a subject role scripted by the King's Speech and consequently enacted
that role by responding in ways made possible by the "echoing speeches" of Parliament. One genre thus created the sociorhetorical condition for the other in what
Anne Freadmanhas called an "uptake,"a concept adaptedfrom speech act theory to
refer to the situated and dialogical relationshipbetween texts, in which one text-the
King's Speech-prompts an appropriate response or uptake from another-the
echoing speech-in a particularcontext ("Anyone"95). "Patterning the first presidential inaugural on the sermonic lectures of theocratic leaders,"Jamieson claims,
"promptedan addressconsonant with situational demands"(414), demands scripted
by the genres that communicants had available to them. This generative nature of
genre, Aviva Freedman contends, reveals that "genres themselves form part of the
discursive context to which rhetors respond in their writing and, as such, shape and
enable the writing" (273). Antecedent genres thus play a role in constituting subsequent actions, even acts of resistance. Despite efforts to resist monarchical practices,
Washington, perhaps unconsciously, assumed a monarchical role when he wrote his
state of the union address as a King's Speech, turning to an already scripted subject
role to respond to a more immediate and idiosyncratic circumstance. Aware of the
powerful constraints antecedent genres impose, Jamieson asks, "How free is the
rhetor'schoice from among the availablemeans of persuasion"(414)? She answers:
To hold that "therhetoris personallyresponsiblefor his rhetoricregardlessof genres,"is. .. to becomemiredin paradoxes.
We wouldby thatdictumhaveto interpret
our foundingfathersas deliberatelychoosingmonarchicalformswhile disavowing
monarchy. . .; but thoserhetorswouldbe held "personally
responsible"
for rhetorical choicesthatin factthey didnot freelymake.(414-15)
Jamieson'sresearch illuminates the powerful role that the genre function plays
in constituting not only the ways we respond to and treat situations, but also the subject roles we assume in relation to these situations. Genres have this generative power
because they carrywith them social motives-socially sanctioned ways of "appropriately" recognizing and behaving within certain situations-that we as social actors
internalize as intentions and then enact rhetoricallyas social practices. So even when
unique circumstancessuch as the first state of the union address and the democratic
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ideals on which it is based call for new intentions, George Washington, as the writer
of this address, is still so socialized by the traditional monarchical motives of the
King's Speech that his intention as a writer/speaker is shaped and enabled by the
antecedent genre and the traditional ideology it embodies. In order to write, Washington must first locate himself within the social motives embedded rhetorically in
the genre function. We will now consider how the genre function is at work in much
the same way within literarystudies.

GENRE

AND LITERARY
LOOKING

STUDIES:

LOOKING

BACK,

FORWARD

Heather Dubrow begins her 1984 survey of genre theory by asking readers to consider the following paragraph:
The clockon the mantelpiecesaidten thirty,butsomeonehadsuggestedrecentlythat
the clockwaswrong.Asthefigureof the deadwomanlayon thebedin the frontroom,
a no lesssilentfigureglidedrapidlyfromthe house.The onlysoundsto be heardwere
the tickingof thatclockandthe loudwailingof an infant.(1)
How, she asks, do we make sense of this piece of discourse? What characteristics
should we pay attention to as significant? What state of mind need we assume to
interpret the action it describes?The relevance of these questions, Dubrow claims,
points to the significance of genre in helping readersdelimit and interpret discourse.
For example, knowing that the paragraphappearsin a novel with the title Murderat
Marplethorpe,readers can begin to make certain interpretive decisions as to the value
and meaning of specific images, images that become symbolic when readers recognize that the novel they are reading belongs to the genre of detective fiction. The
inaccuracy of the clock and the fact that the woman lies dead in the front room
become important clues when we know what genre we are reading. The figure gliding away assumes a particularsubject role within the discourse, the subject role of
suspect. If, Dubrow continues, the tide of the novel was not Murderat Marplethorpe
but rather The PersonalHistoryof David Marplethorpe,then the way we encounter the
same text changes. Reading the novel as a Bildungsroman,we will place a different
significance on the dead body or the fact that the clock is inaccurate. Certainly, we
will be less likely to look for a suspect. That is, we will not be reading with "detective
eyes" as we would if we were reading detective fiction. The crying baby, as Dubrow
suggests, will also take on more relevance, perhaps being the very David Marplethorpe whose life's story we are about to read.
Dubrow's example is significant for what it reveals about what I am calling the
genre function. Not only does the genre function in this case constitute how we read
certain elements within the discourse, allowing us to assume certain subject positions
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as readersof the discourse, but it also constitutes the roles we assign to the actors and
events within the discourse. The actors in the discourse-the crying baby, the dead
woman, the inaccurate clock, the gliding figure-all assume subject roles within and
because of the genre. How readers act in relation to the discourse as well as the
actions that take place within the discourse become constituted by genre, so that, for
example, the figure who glides rapidlyaway from the house can either be recognized
as in the act of escape or in the act of seeking help, depending on the genre. The type
of action taking place within the text, then, is largely constituted by the genre in
which the text functions, because genre provides the conditions-what John Austin
in his theory of speech acts calls the "felicity conditions"-within which utterances
become speech acts. The meaning of the utterances in the Marplethorpe paragraph,
including the actions these utterances are performing, the roles of the characters
doing the performing, and even the sequence and timing of the utterances, are all
interpretablein relation to the contextual conditions maintainedby the genre. These
genre conditions allow readers to limit the potentially multiple actions sustained by
the utterances to certain recognizable, socially defined actions. Suffice it to say, we
recognize, interpret, and, in the spirit of reader-responsetheory, also construct the
discourse we encounter using the genre function. Genre, in short, is largely constitutive of the identities we assume within and in relation to discourse,whether we are
charactersin a novel or presidents delivering state of the union addresses.
Social action as well as identity construction are thus partlygenre-mediated and
genre-constituted. Dubrow seems to suggest this when she explains, following E. D.
Hirsch, that genre is like a social code of behavior establishedbetween the readerand
author (2), a kind of "generic contract"(31) that stabilizes and enables interpretation.
Or when she writes that, "much like a firmly rooted institution, a well-established
genre transmits certain cultural attitudes, attitudes which it is shaped by and in turn
helps shape" (4). Dubrow does not go on to develop the potential inherent in this
claim, at the very least the potential of this claim for readersand writers of nonliterary texts. As in nearly every study of genre published by a literary scholar, Dubrow
takes genre to mean only kinds of literarytexts, and what she calls the "generic contract"to include only the reader and writer involved in a literarycontext. And so, for
Dubrow and other literary theorists, genre remains a uniquely literary institution,
much like the author-function characterizesa specifically literary discourse. For all
the insight literary theories of genre such as Dubrow's can lend to studies of social
action and identity, genre remains generally perceived by literaryscholars as solely a
regulator and classifierof literaryactions and identity, at best helping to identify and
interpret literary texts, while at worst interfering with or restricting the free play of
literary texts.
In either extreme, the relationship between genre and text has historically been
and still remains an uneasy one in literary studies, with most scholars denigrating
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genre to a subordinate, a posteriori classificatorystatus. For those who perceive literarytexts as being indeterminate, an expression of unbounded imagination, genre is
an institutional threat to literary texts and authors. Benedetto Croce, for instance,
argues that classifying literary works according to genre is a denial of their true
nature, which is based in intuition, not logic. Genres, Croce claims, are logical concepts and as such should not be applied to literary works, which resist classification
and are, anticipating Derrida'slater poststructuralistargument, indeterminate (38).
Perhaps the most famous dismissal of genre, cited by both Marjorie Perloff and
Adena Rosmarin in their studies of genre as representativeof the antigenre position,
comes from Maurice Blanchot, who, in Le Livrea venir (1959), writes that "the book
alone is important, as it is, far from genre, outside rubrics ... under which it refuses
to be arranged and to which it denies the power to fix its place and to determine its
form" (Perloff 3; Rosmarin 7-8). Echoing in part the formalist and more so the New
Critical dream of a freestanding text made up of its own internal relations and subject to its own structuralintegrity, Blanchot perceives genre as a threat to the text's
autonomy. Because formalist and New Critical theories of literature generally argue
that a text'smeaning exists relationallywithin its structure,every text therefore mediates its own meaning and so does not require an external set of conventions to help
identify or clarify it. Texts do not necessarily need genres.
Even poststructuralistcritiques of structuralismsubordinate genres. Rejecting
the stability of structures and exposing the contradictions, fissures, and tangles
within what appearsto be a self-contained and coherent text, poststructuralisttheorists have, with iconoclastic vigor, deconstructed texts in an effort to highlight the
instability and arbitrarinessof meaning. In relation to such textual indeterminacy,
genre exists tenuously. For example, Jacques Derrida, who in his "Law of Genre"
acknowledges that "everytext participatesin one or several genres; there is no genreless text" (65), insists that the "law"of genre, as with any other kind of law, is an arbitraryand conservative attempt to impose order on what is ultimately indeterminate.
Genre, as one more structuralistattempt to regulate or govern what Derrida calls the
"nonlocus in which an infinite number of sign-substitutions come into play"("Structure" 1118), is a useful, albeit unstable, controlling structurewithin which texts participate but do not belong ("Law"65), because in the end, a genre's "law"cannot
enforce or contain a text'sindeterminacy.
While Derrida does not reject genre, he nonetheless subordinatesit to an ad hoc
status, like many others, denigrating genre "as an aporia, a critical phantasm, or an
imposition on literature" (Beebee 8). For Derrida and others (Cohen; Hirsch;
Perloff; Rosmarin; and Todorov, to name just a few), genre, although relevant only
after the literaryfact, serves a useful role in the interpretationof texts. As an explanatory tool, genre not only classifies texts but also helps readersinterpret them. These
critics are careful to note, however, that even though genre may exercise some
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explanatorypower over literary texts, it does not interfere with their autonomy. Literary texts are produced and exist independently of genres; genres function only as
critical apparatuses. Notice, for example, the apparent defensiveness with which
Adena Rosmarin proclaims "The Power of Genre," which happens to be the title of
her book: "The critic who explicitly uses genre as an explanatorytool neither claims
nor needs to claim that literarytexts should or will be written in its terms, but that, at
the present moment and for his implied audience, criticism can best justify the value
of a particular literary text by using these terms" (50-51). Genre is therefore the
critic'stool or heuristic, a lens the critic uses to interpret literarytexts. The same text
can be subject to different genre lenses without compromising the text'sintegrity, so
that, along with Rosmarin, a critic could say, "let us explore what 'Andreadel Sarto'
is like when we read it as a dramaticmonologue ..." (46).
Despite this seeming defensiveness, Rosmarindoes acknowledge genre'sconstitutive power, albeit only as an interpretivetool, involved in literaryconsumption, not
literary production. This acknowledgment, echoed in Cohen, Perloff, and Hirsch,
for example, signals a shift in literary genre theory away from classification and
toward clarificationof texts. This shift in emphasis,which Dubrow identifies as having begun in the 1930s, helped redefine genre so that it no longer only represented a
classification system but also constituted the relationship between a text and its
reader as well as texts and other texts (Dubrow 86). As a result, genre came to be recognized more and more as a psychological concept, a state of mind a readerassumes
in relation to a literarytext. As Tzvetan Todorov began to argue, and as we saw in the
Marplethorpe example earlier,genres construct an interpretivecontext within which
both the reader and text are situated and which determines to a large extent the way
that the two interact (Todorov,The Fantastic).Moreover, genres not only establish a
relationship between readerand text in what amounts to a psychological relationship,
but they also establish a relationship between texts in what amounts to a sociological
relationship-a kind of literaryculture.
Sociology is the science of social relations, organization, and change, what
Anthony Giddens calls the study of "humansocial activities"and the "conditionsthat
make these activities possible" (2). Sociology, then, is the study of how social life is
enacted and organized, how social activityis defined and related to other social activity in time-space. In his book Metaphorsof Genre,David Fishelove explores the connections between sociology and genre theory, explaining that the metaphor "genres
are social institutions" is commonly used by literary scholars to explain genre. Like
social institutions, genres constitute textual relations, organization, and change. In
fact, like social institutions, genres also provide the conditions that make textual activity possible and even meaningful. Fishelove, following Northrop Frye in Anatomy
of Criticism,describes genres as shaping and governing a literary universe, so that
genre theory becomes akin to the sociology of literary culture. As Rene Wellek and
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Austin Warren put it, literary genres are institutions in the same way that church,
university,and state are institutions (226). Yet,whereas the social and the culturalare
the domain of sociology, genres are the domain of poetics (Fishelove 85). Within this
literary universe, genres create a kind of literary culture or poetics in which textual
activity becomes meaningful. Fredric Jameson describes such a culture when he
writes, "genres are essentially literary institutions, or social contracts between a
writer and a specific public, whose function is to specify the proper use of a particular cultural artifact"(106). As artifacts, texts become both useful and meaningful
insofar as they exist in relation to one another within generic contexts. As Todorov
explains, "failing to recognize the existence of genres is equivalent to claiming that a
literary work does not bear any relationship to already existing works. Genres are
precisely those relay-points by which the work assumes a relation with the universe
of literature"(The Fantastic8).
Genres thus endow literarytexts with a social identity within the "universeof literature,"constituting a literary text's and its producer's"mode of being"-a literary
context within which literary activity takes place. As sociological concepts, genres
constitute and regulate literary activity within particularspace-time configurations.
KaiiteHamburger, for example, argues that each genre represents a particularreality,
especially a temporal reality, so that, for instance, the "pasttense in fiction does not
suggest the past tense as we know it but rathera situationin the present;when we read
'John walked into the room,' we do not assume, as we would if we encountered the
same preterite in another type of writing, that the action being described occurred
prior to one in our world" (qtd. in Dubrow 103). So genres regulate our perceptions
of time. But they also regulate how we spatiallynegotiate our way through time, as
both readersand writers. Recall, for example, the Marplethorpe paragraphdiscussed
earlier. If we read it as detective fiction, then we immediately begin to make certain
space-time connections: the gliding figure and the dead woman assume a certain
spatial-temporalrelationshipto one another as possible murder victim:suspect.That
is, they assume a genre-mediated cause/effect relationship in terms of their spatial
proximityand their temporalsequence. The gliding figure may simplybe a gliding figure, peripheralto the plot. However, if we read the paragraphas detective fiction, then
this figure'sgliding awayfrom the site of a dead body at this particulartime and at this
particulardistancemakes this figure a suspect and the dead body a victim. The actions
of each actor, in other words, along with the inaccurate clock, combine within the
genre to form a genre-mediatedsociorhetoricalconstruct in which space and time are
configuredin a certainway in orderto allow certainevents and actions to takeplace(for
more on genre and its relation to space and time, see Bakhtin;Schryer;and Yates).
Northrop Frye has argued that literary texts do not, as the New Critics
claimed, exist as freestanding structures, but instead exist in relation to one another
within a genre-mediated literary universe. His Anatomyof Criticismis in essence an
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effort to describe and classify this universe. Genres play a significant role in the sociological constitution of this literary culture, identifying the various roles that texts
and their authors play within it and how these roles get performed within the spacetime configurations it constructs. This is why Gerard Genette refers to the classical
literary triad of lyric, epic, and dramatic(each of which represents space and time in
particular ways) as archigenres. Archigenres, which are overarching genres that
govern all other literary genres, constitute just this kind of literary universe, a
"properlyaesthetic" universe within which literary texts and their writers and readers "naturally"function.
As we see from the preceding discussion, for many genre theorists in literary
studies literary genres constituteand regulate literary activities. That is, adapting
Searle'searlier distinction, genres do not just regulatepreexisting activities, activities
whose existence is independent of generic conventions; rather, genres constitutethe
very conditions that their conventions in turn regulate. This is why genre theorists
often define genre in terms of literarysocial institutions, institutions that enable and
shape "humansocial activities"and the "conditionsthat make these activitiespossible"
(Giddens 2). David Fishelove, for example, explainsthat as "aprofessoris expected to
comply with certain patterns of action, and to interact with other role-players (e.g.,
students) according to the structureand functions of an educationalinstitution ..., a
characterin a comedy is expected to perform certain acts and to interact with other
charactersaccordingto the structuralprinciplesof the literary'institution'of comedy"
(86). It is these "structuralprinciples,"which function and are maintainedat the level
of genre, that make the activityat once possible and recognizable,socially and rhetorically. And just as social institutions assign social roles, so genres assign genre roles,
both to the characterswho participatewithin them and to the writers and readerswho
interact with them. Indeed, as Fishelove insists, "the concept of role is inseparable
from that of genre"(101). Yetthe problem here, as throughout this discussionof genre
theory, is that literary scholars identify genre roles only with literary roles. Genres
function only to maintaina literaryinstitution, constructing a literaryworld in which
various literaryactivitiesand identities are enacted.
What about identifying genres not only as analogicalto social institutions but as
actual social institutions, constituting not just literary activity but social activity,not
just literary textual relations but all textual relations, so that genres do not just constitute the literarysites in which literaryactors (writers,readers,characters)and their
texts function, but also constitute the social reality in which the activities of all social
participants are implicated? In other words, to what extent is the university as an
institution and the roles enacted within it, to return to Fishelove's example, constituted by its genres: research articles, grants, assignment prompts, lectures, critical
essays, course evaluations, memos, oral exams, committee minutes, to name just a
few? This is the question that genre theorists in linguistics, communication studies,
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education, and rhetoric and composition have begun asking over the last fifteen
years, and it is the question that we will now begin to consider. Answering it will
allow us to begin synthesizing the literary as well as nonliterary ways that the genre
function is at work in making all kinds of social practices, relations, and identities
possible and meaningful.
BEYOND

LITERARY

STUDIES:

GENRE

AS SOCIAL

SEMIOTIC

For most literary scholars, genre'sjurisdiction appearsto end when we leave the literary world. Not so for M. M. Bakhtin or Thomas O. Beebee. In "The Problem of
Speech Genres," Bakhtin argues that genres mediate all communicative activity,
from novels to military commands to everydayshort rejoinders.In so doing, Bakhtin
takes perhaps the most significant step toward a view of genre as social semiotic.
Defining speech genres as typified utterances existing within language spheres (60),
Bakhtin claims that "we speak only in definite speech genres; that is, all our utterances have definite and relatively stable typicalforms of construction
of the whole"(79;
Bakhtin's emphasis). Such generic forms of the utterance shape and enable what
Bakhtin calls a speaker's"speech plan"or "speechwill" (78). He explains:
The speaker's
ofaparticularspeech
genre.
speechwillis manifestedprimarilyin the choice
This choiceis determinedby the specificnatureof the givensphereof speechcomandsubmunication.... Andwhenthe speaker's
speechplanwith allits individuality
withina
is
and
it
to
a
chosen
and
is
developed
shaped
genre,
adapted
applied
jectivity
certaingenericform.Suchgenresexistaboveallin the greatandmultifarious
sphere
of everydayoralcommunication,
includingthe most familiarandthe most intimate.
(78;Bakhtin'semphasis)
Genres, therefore, do not just constitute literaryreality and its texts. They constitute
all speech communication by becoming part of "our experiences and our consciousness together" and mediating the "dialogic reverberations"that make up communicative interaction (78, 94).
When individualscommunicate, they do so within genres, and so the participants
in any communicative act assume certain genre-constituted roles while interacting
with one another. Bakhtin refers to the participantswithin discourse as "speech subjects"(72). The speaker'sspeech plan is mediated by her chosen genre; so is her style.
In addition, the speaker'svery conception of the addressee is mediated by genre,
because each genre embodies its own typical conception of the addressee(98). In fact,
the very word and its relation to other words is also mediated by speech genres:"Inthe
genre the word acquiresa particulartypical expression. Genres correspond to typical
situationsof speech communication, typicalthemes, and, consequently,also to particular contacts between the meanings of words and actualconcrete realityunder certain
typical circumstances"(87). Speech genres thus constitute the very communicative
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situations within which speech subjects-both speakers and addressees-interact in
the same way that literarygenres constitute the literarycontext within which literary
subjects-writers, readers,and characters-interact.
Thomas O. Beebee, defining genre as the "use-value"of texts, in part applies
what Bakhtin claims for speech genres to written genres. For Beebee, "primarily,
genre is the precondition for the creation and the reading of texts" (250), because
genre provides the ideological context in which a text and its participantsfunction
and attain culturalvalue. Genres, in other words, embody texts with use-value (7)"a text's genre is its use-value. Genre gives us not understandingin the abstractand
passive sense but use in the pragmatic and active sense" (14). This use-value is
socially determined and so makes genres in part bearersand reproducersof culturein short, ideological. In turn, genres are what make texts ideological, endowing them
with a social use-value. As ideological concepts or categories, then, genres delimit all
language-not just poetic language-into what Beebee calls the "possibilities of
its usage," transforming language from a denotative to a connotative level (278).
Philippe Gardy describes this transformation as a "movement of actualization"in
which "brute information" or the "brute 'facts' of discourse" (denotation) become
actualized as "ideological information"(connotation) (qtd. in Beebee 278). So genre
is an "actualizer"of discourse, transforming general discourse into a socially recognized and meaningful text by endowing it with what Foucault calls a mode of being
or existence. It is genre, thus, that gives a text a social reality.Beebee concludes, "The
relation of the text to the 'real' is in fact established by our willingness to place it
generically, which amounts to our willingness to ideologically appropriateits brute
information"(278).
Because genres function on an ideological level, constituting discursive reality,
they operate as conceptual schemes that also constitute how we negotiate our way
through discursive reality as producers and consumers of texts. In his functional
approach to language, Languageas SocialSemiotic,M. A. K. Halliday explores this
connection between language and sociology. Halliday maintainsthat "thenetwork of
meanings"that constitute any culture, what he calls the "socialsemiotic," is to a large
extent encoded in and maintainedby its semantic system, which representsa culture's
"meaning potential" (100, 13). As such, "the construal of reality [social semiotic] is
inseparablefrom the construalof the semantic system in which the realityis encoded.
In this sense, language is a sharedmeaning potential, at once a part of experience and
an intersubjective interpretation of experience" (1-2). This is why, as Halliday
repeatedly insists, language is a form of socialization, playing a role in how individuals become socialized within pockets of culture he calls "contexts of situation."
Language is functional not only because it encodes and embodies the social
semiotic but also because it helps enact the social semiotic. Language, therefore,
makes social reality recognizable and enables individualsto experience it, others, and
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themselves within it. Halliday explains: "By their everyday acts of meaning [their
semantic activities], people act out the social structure, affirming their own statuses
and roles, and establishing and transmitting the shared systems of value and of
knowledge" (2). The semantic system, representing what Halliday calls a culture's
"meaning potential,"in turn constitutes its individuals'"behaviourpotential,"which
characterizesindividuals'actions and interactions within a particularsocial semiotic
or context of situation (13). The semiotic system, which is social in nature, becomes
cognitively internalized as a system of behaviorwhen it is manifested in the semantic
system, so that we internalize and enact culture as we learn and use language. The
semantic potential (what a communicator can do or mean within social reality) constitutes the "actualizedpotential" (what a communicator does or means within social
reality) (40).
For Halliday, contexts of situation (particularsocial semiotics within social reality) often reoccur as "situation types," a set of typified semiotic and semantic relations that make up "a scenario ... of persons and actions and events from which the
things which are said derive their meaning" (28-30). Examples of situation types
include "playersinstructing novice in a game," "mother reading bedtime story to a
child," and "customers ordering goods over the phone" (29). These situation types
"specifythe semantic configurations that the speakerwill typically fashion"(110).
Halliday refers to this typified semiotic and semantic scenario as "register."Register is "the clustering of semantic features according to situation types" (68), a situated and typified semantic system that regulates the activities of communicators,
including their contexts and their means of communication, within a particulartype
of situation. It is register, ultimately, that links a text and its sociosemiotic environment, because register assigns a situation type with particularsemantic properties
(145). Register thus syntacticallyand semanticallyembodies a situation type, becoming a linguistic, textual, and ideological simulacrum of a situation type. As Halliday
explains, register is "aconceptual
frameworkfor representing the social context as the
semiotic environment in which people exchange meanings" (110; emphasis added).
As a conceptual framework within which a situation type is semantically realized,
register regulateswhat actuallytakes place communicatively (the "field"),who is taking part (the "tenor"),and what role language is playing (the "mode").The field of
discourse represents the institutional setting in which language occurs, that is, the
whole activity of communication within a particularsetting. The tenor of discourse
represents the relation between participants-their role relations-within the
discourse. And the mode of discourse represents the channel of communication
adopted by the participants(33). All three levels interact in particularand fairly typified ways within register.
What is of particularinterest to us is where Halliday positions genre within register. For Halliday, genre is a mode or conduit of communication, one of the linguis-
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tic means available within register that helps communicants realize the situation
type. Functioning at the level of mode, within the field, tenor, and mode complex,
genre representsthe vehicle through which communicants interactwithin a situation
type. Genres are thus relegated to typified tools communicants use within registers
to enact and interact within a particularsemiotic system. It is this semiotic system,
Halliday explains, "that generates the semiotic tensions and the rhetorical styles and
genres that express them" (113). As modes of communication, genres are instruments communicantsuse to expresstheir typified social realities.Yet, as we have seen
in the work of Bakhtin, Beebee, and some of the other literary scholars, genres
occupy more than just an expressive role; genres also constitute what I have called
particularand typified literary cultures, or, in keeping with Halliday, literary semiotics. That is, genres create the conditions in which not only texts but also their writers and readers function. And so, I propose to give genre more of a constitutive role
in Halliday'stheory of language, making it function not only as one element within
register, but also as an integral part of the very social semiotic that is realized by register. This is what I mean by genre as social semiotic.
As integral parts of how we maintain and come to recognize typified contexts of
situation, genres are not simply how we communicate within register; they are also
how we constitute register and all the semantic, social, and lexicogrammaticalconfigurations within it. I make this claim because, as I see it, Halliday'snotion of register is too abstract and vague, too much akin to what composition scholars call
"discoursecommunity."It is not very helpful, on either a theoretical or a pedagogical level, to claim that particulartypes of situations are realized by certain registers
which in turn regulate the nature of the communicative activity,the relation between
participantsin the activity,and the mode of language, including genre, that is used to
express the activity.It is not enough because the idea of "situationtype" is much too
general. Within the same situation type, for example,more than one genre is often at
work, and each genre within a situation type constitutes its own typified registerthat is, its own particular social activity, its own subject roles as well as relations
between these roles, and its own rhetorical and formal features.
Each genre, then, constitutes its own social semiotic. To make this claim, however, is not to say that genres do not interact or participatewith one another. More
often than not they do interact in what composition scholars have called "genre
sets" (Devitt "Intertextuality")or "systems of genre" (Bazerman"Systems").These
sets of genres will often function together within situation types, each with its own
particularfield, tenor, and mode complex, yet each cooperating to construct a type
of social activity or, to borrow David Russell's recent term, an "activity system."
Within such activity systems, genres not only constitute particularparticipantroles
and texts, but they also regulate how participants recognize and interact with one
another. As such, any typified social activity-a report on the state of the union, for
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example-is mediated by genres, each of which sets up its own situated identities
and actions, including motives and intentions, as well as relations. This notion of
situation type as resulting from and mediated by a set of genres can be clarified if we
look at an example.
If we take a situation type, say "teacherinstructing students in a classroom,"we
recognize that there cannot be only one register at work within it. This situation type
is much too dynamic-actualized by a range of shifting, even conflicting, situated
activities, participantrelations, and rhetorical styles and goals-to be embodied by a
single register. What is at work within the situation type, rather, is a set of genres,
each with its own particular social semiotic and each organizing and maintaining
what we recognize as this situation type. For instance, the lecture represents one
genre that constitutes a particular field (literally the physical configuration of the
room, with teacher in front, students facing teacher in rows, and so on), tenor (the
way students raise their hands and wait for signals from the teacher to ask questions,
and the power dynamic this sets up), and mode (how the teacher organizes the lecture itself, the question-answernature of the dialogue). But the lecture is not the only
genre. Others include the assignment prompt, which in turn constitutes a different
field, tenor, and mode, the student papers, the teacher'scomments on the students'
papers, the syllabus, the course description, and so on. Each of these genres constructs a different sociosemantic dynamic, a particularsocial semiotic which both students and teachers come to recognize and which in turn shapes and enables their
various identities, activities, and relations within the situation type.

Halliday writes that "reality consists of meanings" (139). Genres do not just
expressor help communicantscommunicatethese meanings as partof register;rather,
genres mediate and maintain these meanings. As such, genres are not merely classification systems or innocent communicative tools; genres are socially constructed
cognitive and rhetorical concepts-symbiotically maintained rhetorical ecosystems,
if you will-within which communicants enact and reproduce specific situations,
actions, relations, and identities. As individualsmake their way through culture, they
function within various and at times conflicting genre situations, situationsthat position them in specific relations to others and that contribute to the way they recognize
their activities,themselves, and others.
GENRE

AND

THE

CONSTITUTION

OF SOCIAL

IDENTITY

Sociologist Anthony Giddens argues that human activity-motive, intention, and
agency-is constituted by and enacted within social systems, which it in turn reproduces. Giddens explains: "Human social activities ... are recursive. That is to say,
they are not brought into being by social actors but continually recreatedby them via
the very means whereby they expressthemselves as actors. In and through their activities agents reproduce the conditions that make these activities possible"(2). Giddens
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describes this ecological process as the "dualityof structure,"which is based on the
theory "thatthe rules and resources drawnupon in the production and reproduction
of social action are at the same time the means of system reproduction"(19). Human
actors, in their social practices, reproduce the very social situations that in turn make
their actions necessary,possible, and recognizable, so that their actions maintain and
enact the very situations that consequently call for these very actions.
Giddens's theory of structuration has much to offer genre studies. Carolyn
Miller, for one, has alreadyexplored the connections (see "RhetoricalCommunity")
by arguing that genres, as typified sociorhetorical actions, play a key role in reproducing the very situations to which they in turn respond (see also Berkenkotterand
Huckin; Yatesand Orlikowski;and Giltrow andValiquette).Miller writes: "The rules
and resources of a genre provide reproducible speaker and addressee roles [see
Bakhtin], social typifications of recurrent social needs or exigencies, topical structures (or 'moves' and 'steps'), and ways of indexing an event to material conditions,
turning them into constraintsor resources"(71). Genres do this, as we discussed earlier, by constituting their own social semiotic, a semiotic that rhetoricallyshapes and
enables social action and in turn is constituted by the very action which it enables.
This is why genres shape our social realities and us as we give shape to them. Let us
explore how genres do this in more detail.
Take a visit to a physician, for example. A physician'soffice is not a rhetorically
unmediated environment in which doctor and patient interact, a site within which
"everydayspeech merely comes and goes" because it ostensibly lies outside the realm
of the author-function.We might be tempted to think it is a rhetoricallyunmeditated
situation because the doctor-patient relationship is such a sensual, tactile one, but
this would be to underestimate the power of genre in shaping and enabling this very
physical relationship. Prior to any interaction between doctor and patient, the
patient has to complete what is generally known as the Patient Medical History
Form. Patients recognize this genre, which they encounter on their initial visit to a
physician, as one that solicits critical information regarding a patient'sphysical statistics (sex, age, height, weight, and so on) as well as medical history, including prior
and recurring physical conditions, past treatments, and, of course, a description of
current physical symptoms. This is followed by insurance carrier information and
then a consent-to-treatment statement and a legal release statement, which the
patient signs. The genre is at once a patient record and a legal document, helping the
doctor treat the patient and presumablyprotecting the doctor from potential lawsuits.
But these are not the genre's only functions. The Patient Medical History Form
(PMHF) also helps the patient and doctor reproduce the sociorhetorical conditions
within which they interact. For instance, the genre reflects how our culture and science separatethe mind from the body in treating disease, constructing the patient as
an embodied object. As TeresaTran-a pre-med student who conducted a semesterlong case study of the PMHF in a genre analysis course I taught-concluded, the
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genre is mainly rhetorically concerned with a patient'sphysical symptoms, suggesting that we can treat the body separatelyfrom the mind-that is, we can isolate physical symptoms and treat them with little to no reference to the patient'sstate of mind
and the effect that state of mind might have on these symptoms. In so doing, the
PMHF reflects Western views of medicine, views that are rhetoricallypreserved and
reproduced by the genre and that in turn are physicallyembodied in the way the doctor recognizes and treats the patient as a synecdoche of his or her physical symptoms
(for example, "I treated a knee injurytoday"or "the ear infection is in Room 3").The
PMHF, then, is at work on the patient, socializing or scripting the individualinto the
role of "patient"(an embodied self) prior to his meeting with the doctor at the same
time it is at work on the doctor, preparingher to meet the individualas an embodied
"patient."So powerful is the socializing power of genre in identity formation that we
more often than not accept and act out our genre roles. As Tran explains, "Also on
the [PMHF], there is a part that says 'other comments' which a patient will understand
as askingwhether or not he or she has any other physical problems, not mental ones"
(2; emphasis added). Even when a patient ostensibly has a choice, the genre function
and the cultural ideology it reflects and reproduces are already at work constituting
the patient's subject position in preparationfor meeting the doctor. Thus the genre
enables us to assume certain situational roles, roles established by our culture and
rhetorically enacted and reproduced by the genre.
The PMHF as a genre works rhetorically to predict the physical interaction
between doctor and patient. It is one of the many genres that maintains the
sociorhetorical conditions shaping and enabling this environment or "activity system" (see Russell)we call the physician'soffice. The PMHF is not unique, then. Other
genres in a physician'soffice are also at work constituting other social situations and
relations: relations between nurses and doctors, doctors and other doctors, doctors
and pharmacists,and so on. Within this genre-constituted and genre-mediated environment, communicants assume and enact various genre identities-ways of writing
and speaking themselves into existence in particularsituations, much as we write ourselves into the role of patient in the PMHF and, in so doing, shape and enable not
only our social practices and relations, but also "the ways we think of ourselves as
writers, the roles we use to describe ourselves"(Brooke andJacobs 216).
We all function-authors, presidents, and patients alike-within genreconstituted realitieswithin which we assume genre-constitutedidentities. The reason
for this is that genre is recursivelyand inseparablylinked to the concept of exigence,
defined as a situation or event that individualsrecognize as requiringimmediate attention or response. This means that genres are not simply typified rhetoricalresponses
to alreadyexisting exigencies, merely tools individualsuse to deal with a priori situations. Rather, situations and their participants are always in the process of reproducing each other within genre: the PMHF rhetorically maintains the situational
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conditions within which doctor and patient enact their roles and activities, and their
roles and activitiesin turn reproducethe very conditions that make the PMHF necessary and meaningful. Genres, in short, constitute the very exigencies to which their
users in turn rhetoricallyrespond, so that the genre function does not simply precede
independentlyof us but is rathersomething we reproduceas we function within it. Let
us look at an other example. Like many other events, death is a material and social
reality in our world, one that calls for various and often culturallyidiosyncraticreactions. In some ways, we can define the response to death in terms of what Halliday
calls a situation type, a typifiedsocial realityor semiotic that is realizedsemanticallyby
register. But this is not entirely accurate.As a situation type, "the response to death"
does not represent a single social semiotic realized within a single register. Rather,
death is treated as a slightly different social semiotic in each of the various semantic
and lexicogrammaticalresponses to it. Each semantic and lexicogrammaticresponse
is actualizedby a particulargenre, which in turn constitutes death as a slightly different exigency recognized as requiring a particular type of immediate attention or
response. The various ways in which individualsrecognize, experience, and respond
to death, therefore, become constituted by the genres they are using.
As a situation type, the "responseto death"is representedand realized by a variety of genres in our culture, each of which constitutes it as a specific exigency, calling
for a particularkind of response to fill a particularsocial need. So each genre constitutes its own social semiotic within which death takes on a particularsocial meaning
and becomes treated as a particularsocial action (field), within which those involved
take on particularsocial roles and relate to one another in particularways (tenor), and
within which certain rhetorical strategies and styles are used (mode). In our culture,
for example, we have elegies, eulogies, obituaries, epitaphs, requiems, even greeting
cards, just to name a few. Each of these socially sanctioned and typified rhetorical
responses is not just a form or tool we use to express our feelings about death as an
exigency; instead, each comes to constitute one of the various ways we make sense of
and treat death in our culture. The obituary and the elegy, for instance, rhetorically
respond to death differently because each genre treats death as a slightly different
exigency, serving a different social function and requiring a different type of immediate attention and remedy.Thus the genres we have availableto us become directly
related to the ways we construct, respond to, and make sense of recurringsituations,
even similar situations.At the same time, as we saw in the PMHF example, genres are
directly related to the identities or subjectpositions we assume as well as the relations
we establish between ourselves and others within these situations.
We recognize obituaries, for example, as notices of a person's death, usually
accompanied by a short biographical account. They serve to notify the general public and so do not play as direct a role as, say,the eulogy does in helping those who are
grieving deal with their loss. The purpose of the obituary, then, is not to console
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those closest to the deceased or to help them maintain a sense of continuity in the
face of loss, but to ascribe the deceased with a social identity and value, one that is
recognizable to others within the community. So the obituary'spurpose is not, like
the eulogy, to assess and praise the meaning of the deceased'slife and death;rather,it
is to make the deceased's life publicly recognizable, perhaps even to celebrate the
value of the individual-as-citizen. Rhetorically, therefore, the obituary often begins
with an announcement of death, often without mention of the cause, and a notice of
where the funeral services will be held. What is most telling about the obituary,
though, is how it biographicallyrepresents the deceased. Unlike the eulogy, in which
the deceased's personal accomplishments, desires, even disappointments are celebrated, the obituary describes the deceased'slife in terms of its social value: who the
deceased'sparents are;who his or her spouse(s) and children are;where the deceased
was born, lived, and died; what jobs the deceased held over the span of his or her life;
what organizations and clubs the deceased belonged to; and so on. In other words,
the obituary constitutes a certain public identity for the deceased, one that makes
him or her recognizable to the general public in terms familiarto them: as a fellow
citizen. As a genre, the obituary constitutes death as an exigence that requires us to
reaffirm, using the occasion of someone's death, the public worth of that individual.
The obituary constitutes the deceased as a public citizen, whose life is told in terms
of the public institutions in which he or she participated.In short, the obituary constitutes death as a different kind of exigency and hence a different social reality
requiring a different rhetorical action, a different relation among the participants,
and different social roles than does the eulogy or other similar genres.
Carolyn Miller, in "Genre as Social Action," argues that because "[s]ituations
are social constructs that are the result, not of 'perception,' but of definition," the
very idea of recurrence is socially defined and constructed (156). What we recognize and experience as recurring, then, is the result of our construing and treating
it as such. Moreover, the way we recognize a recurring situation as requiring a certain immediate attention or remedy (in short, an exigence) is also socially defined.
Over time a recursive relationship results, in which our typified responses to a situation in turn lead to its recurrence. In all this, exigence plays a key role, at once
shaping how we socially recognize a situation and helping us reproduce it. As
Miller explains, "Exigence is a form of social knowledge-a mutual construing of
objects, events, interests, and purposes that not only links them but also makes them
what they are: an objectified social need" (157). So exigence becomes part of the way
we conceptualize and experience a situation, and, as a result, how we respond to and
maintain it.

Because genre and exigence are recursivelylinked, we oversimplifygenres when
we define them only as the typified rhetorical ways in which individuals function
within socially defined and a priori recurrent situations or, the current buzzword in
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composition, discourse communities (see Swales, for example, who relegates genre
to one of six characteristicsshared by members of a discourse community in order to
help them achieve their goals). Actually, genres play a critical role in helping us
reproduce this recurrence. Rather than being rhetorical actions "based"in recurrent
situations, genres are both rhetoricalactions and recurrentsituations.That is, genres
help communicants construct the very recurrentsituationsto which they rhetorically
respond (see Devitt, "Generalizing"and Miller, "RhetoricalCommunity").Exigence,
as such, is not only a form of social knowledge but also specifically a form of genre
knowledge. We rhetorically recognize and respond to particularsituations through
genres because genres are how we socially construct these situations by defining and
treating them as particularexigencies. A genre is thus both the situation and the textual instantiationof that situation, the site at which the rhetoricaland the social reproduce one another in specific kinds of texts. Genre is what it allows us to do, the
potential that makes the actualpossible, the "con"and the "text"at the same time. As
such genre allows us to study the social and the rhetoricalas they work on one another,
reinforcing and reproducing one another and the social activities, the roles, and the
relations that take place within them. This recursiveprocess is what genre is.
CONCLUSION

I have been arguing that the genre function rhetoricallyconstitutes our social realities-both literaryand nonliterary-including how we recognize and enact these realities, others, and ourselves in particularspace-time, ideological configurations. The
genre function, in fact, becomes in key ways our situated and typified rhetoricalreality, a reality we enter into and reproduce as we enact it. The actors in the
Marplethorpeexamplewe discussedearlierare constituted by it; D. H. Lawrence as a
literary "author"is constituted by it when he recreates different memories of his
mother's death in one genre (a novel such as Sonsand Lovers)and then in another (a
poem such as "The Bride"),each genre in partsocializing him to experience and narrate his memory of her in ways made possible by the genre'srhetorical conventions;
George Washington and Congress were constituted by it; patients and doctors are
constituted by it; even after we die, we are constituted by it in our obituaries. The
genre function is the social and rhetoricalscene within which we enact various social
practices, relations, and identities. We all, not just literary authors, become social
actors within the genre function, endowed with certain social status and value. Recognizing this, we in English Studies can bring together our variouslinguistic, literary,
and rhetoricalsubfields in order to recognize and study all kinds of texts-technical,
business, legal, literary,expository-as complex rhetorical actions that socialize their
users into performing social roles and actions, roles and actions that help reproduce
the realities they describe and enact.
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Charles Bazerman, in his recent "The Life of Genre, the Life in the Classroom," reinforces what I am calling the genre function when he writes, "genres are
not just forms. Genres are forms of life, ways of being. They are frames for social
action.... They are locations within which meaning is constructed. Genres shape
the thoughts we form and the communications by which we interact" (19). Indeed,
genres play a role in helping us organize, experience, and ultimately understand the
situations within which we communicate; they are not just the effect of what we do
when we communicate (the resulting novel or obituary or play or lab report or syllabus or state of the union address)but what we actually do when we communicate,
the activity itself, or what Foucault calls its "mode of being." Basically,genres shape
us as we give shape to them, which is why they constitute our activities and regulate
how and why we perform them. In this way, we can attribute to the genre function
many of the claims Foucault makes for the author-function, except that the genre
function accounts for all discursive activities, not just those endowed with a certain
literaryvalue. The genre function, as such, allows us in English Studies to expandand
synthesize our field of inquiry to include the constitution of all discourses and the
identities implicated within them, thereby helping us to rethink our at times
unhealthy distinctions between literary and nonliterary texts, poetics and rhetoric,
author and writer, literature and composition, and focus instead on how all texts,
writers, and readersare constituted by the genres within which they function.
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